ICCM Conference
15th 16th 17th October 2007

At the opening of the Corporate Seminar in Cranfield, Ciir Alan Till, President of the ICCM made the following statement,

“Based on the financial information received during talks on a Joint Conference, the Board of Directors have made a decision, in the interest of the membership, not to participate in further discussions.

We are pleased to announce that we will now be holding our own Conference in Harrogate on the 15th, 16th and 17th October 2007, at the Cairn Hotel.

A statement will be placed on the ICCM Website and a newsletter will be circulated to the membership. Consultation will take place with exhibitors and full details of the Conference will be provided as soon as possible.”

This statement was met with a round of applause from over 120 member /delegates present at the Seminar.

Of course there is now a considerable amount of work to be carried out in preparation for the Conference but after the decision was made by the Board of Directors on the eve of the Seminar plans have already been put into action to ensure another successful event will take place in Harrogate later this year.

Work will continue at pace now and further updates will be circulated to the membership as preparation for Conference develops. We hope that we can provide a cost-effective, innovative event that meets the needs of our professional and corporate membership. We are happy to consider any ideas on ways in which the Conference can be improved now or in the future, so your views/comments are welcome on this event or future events.
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Professionalism through Specialism

We’re on the web
www.iccm-uk.com

The ICCM is a non-profit making organisation committed to providing the highest standards of guidance, education and training to the bereavement services profession. We provide:

- Cemetery Operative Training—both at the Berkshire College and in your own cemeteries, many now City & Guilds / NPTC accredited.
- Cremator Technician Training Courses—now BTEC Approved
- ICCM Diploma — distance learning courses for professionals, all BTEC approved to HNC standard
- Consultation on projects such as mercury abatement, cemetery extensions, service reviews and much, much more.
- Wide range of workshops including
  - Memorial Safety
  - Understanding the NAMM Code
  - Memorial Repair and Installation
  - BRAMM preparation
  - Accredited Manual Handling
  - Transfer of Exclusive Rights of Burial (for staff and funeral directors)
  - Customer Care in Bereavement Services
- Support and advice at a national level
- And many more tailored to suit your needs.